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The occurrence of squeezing e�ects in coupled oscillators, and the transference between them, has
been studied in various situations using Hamiltonians involving either nonlinear terms or time-
dependent parameters. We consider a simpli�ed scheme generating this e�ect, and discuss its
origin.

I Introduction

Extensive study of squeezing has been developed since
the last decade, both theoretically [1] and experimen-
tally [2]. States of oscillators and single-mode of elec-
tromagnetic �elds exhibiting this e�ect were named:
squeezed states (Hollenhost [1]); two-photon coherent
states (Yuen [1]); generalized coherent states (Stoler
[1]); sub-uctuant states (Glauber and Levenstein [3]);
etc. They are nonclassical states, having reduced dis-
persion in one �eld-quadrature in comparison with that
found in coherent states or vacuum state. Investiga-
tions of squeezing have been implemented in various
contexts, e.g., considering the system composed by two
interacting oscillators, where: (i) one of them has a
time-dependent parameter, hence the squeezing e�ect
is generated in such oscillator, its transference to the
other oscillator being considered [4, 5, 6]; (ii) one of
the oscillators is nonlinear, e.g., quadratic in the anni-
hilation operator a and the creation operator a+, hence
squeezing is created in this oscillator [1] its transference
to the second (linear and t-independent) oscillator be-
ing studied, including optimization of this transference
[7]; (iii) both oscillators are quadratic in a and a+, this
being an extension of the approach presented in [7], as
shown in Ref.[8]; (iv) both oscillators are linear and
have no t-dependent parameter, but the coupling be-
tween them is t-dependent [9]. In all these cases the

e�ect may refer either to 1-mode squeezing [1] or 2-

mode squeezing [10], the �rst scenario concerning with
individual variables (e.g., the in a variance of a single
oscillator); and the second scenario with collective vari-
ables (e.g., the e�ect in either the CM-coordinate or in
the RELATIVE-coordinate[10]).

To our knowledge, no mention in the literature has
been done about the occurrence of one-mode squeezing
in coupled linear oscillators, having no t-dependence,
the scenario seeming to be con�ned just to the case of
two- mode squeezing. In this paper we will show that
this is not always true, the result depending on the
type of the interaction between the oscillators.

This report is organized as follows: In the Sect.
II we present a brief summary of useful de�nitions
and Hamiltonian-schemes employed previously in the
literature. Sect. III is about the present model and
calculations yielding our results. Sect. IV contains the
comments and conclusion.

II Hamiltonian-models for cou-

pled oscillators

In Ref.[6] the following model was employed to investi-
gate the generation and transference of squeezing from
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one oscillator to the other :

H = HQ(a; a
+) +HL(b;b

+) +V ; (1)

where HQ is a quadratic Hamiltonian describing the
�rst oscillator

HQ = ~! (a+a+
1

2
) + ~ f (a+2 + a2) ; (2)

HL is a linear Hamiltonian describing the second os-
cillator,

HL = ~! (b+b+
1

2
); (3)

and V stands for their interaction, assumed in Ref.[6]
as usually

V = ~� (ab+ + a+b) ; (4)

where � is the coupling constant.
This form of interaction corresponds to what is

called Rotating-Wave-Approximation (RWA), encoun-
tered in studies involving atom-�eld interaction. In
this case the complete atom-�eld interaction in the
Jaynes-Cummings model [11] reads [12]

V0 = ~�p:E = ~�(a+ a+) (�+ + ��)

= ~� (a�+ + a+��) + ~�(a�� + a+�+) ;(5)

where p � (�+ + ��) is the atomic dipole operator
and E � (a+ + a) is the electric �eld operator.

Neglecting the counter-rotating term ~�(a�� +
a+�+) leads to a good approximation when the condi-
tion �

p
n << 1 is satis�ed [13], with n being the mean

excitation number. In terms of quadrature operators
fx1;p1g, fx2;p2g, given by

x1 = (a+ a+)=2 ; p1 = (a� a+)=2i (6)

x2 = (b+ b+)=2 ; p2 = (b� b+)2i (7)

the interaction in Eq.(4) results in the form

V = ~� (x1 x2 + p1p2) : (8)

In Refs.[7, 8] it was shown that the squeezing ef-
fect generated in the quadratic oscillator can be trans-
ferred to the linear oscillator. For interesting details, as
the mathematical procedure and optimization of such
squeezing transfer, the reader is referred to [7, 8].

On the other hand, in Ref.[9] a di�erent scheme
was employed: both oscillators are linear, the squeez-
ing e�ect emerging from the t-dependence of the cou-
pling between them. In this case the Hamiltonian was
modelled as follows [9]:

H =
1

2
~

X
i

�
p2i + x2i

�
+ ~�(t)x1x2 : (9)

Note that the interaction in Eq.(9) can be written
in the form

V = ~�(t) (ab+ + a+b) + ~�(t) (ab + a+b+) ; (10)

where the Eqs.(6, 7 ) have been used. For comparison,
note also that an alternative interaction to that used in
Eq.(9) is

V = ~�(t)p1p2 : (11)

In this case, application of Eqs.( 6, 7 ) gives

V = �~�(t) (ab++a+b)+~�(t) (ab+a+b+) : (12)

A comparison of Eq.(10) and Eq.(12) shows a di�er-
ence in the signals accompanying their rotating terms
(ab++a+b). On the other hand, the interaction used
in Refs.[7, 8] did not include the counter-rotating term
(ab + a+b+). So, in this case the di�erence is more
evident. It is interesting to mention that the rotating-
wave term in Eqs.(10,12), written in terms of xi;pi;
results

ab+ + a+b = 2 (x1x2 + p1p2) ; (13)

whereas the counter-rotating part in these equations
reads, in terms of xi and pi,

ab+ a+b+ = 2 (x1x2 � p1p2) : (14)

Note that Eqs.(13, 14 ) are consistent with the
Eqs.(9,10) and Eqs.(11, 12).

Distinct kinds of interactions lead to di�erent re-
sults, e.g., variances exhibiting one-mode squeezing, or
not. Here we will employ a convenient form in these al-
ternatives to verify the occurrence of squeezing in our
system.

III The interaction model

V � p1p2

In this section we shall investigate the occurrence of
squeezing in the model-Hamiltonian

H = H1 +H2 +V ; (15)

where H1 and H2 are independent oscillator Hamilto-
nians

Hi =
p2i
2mi

+mi !
2
i x

2
i ; i = 1; 2 (16)

and V is the time-independent interaction

V =
kp

m1m2

p1p2 : (17)

Next, setting the coordinate transformations

xi !
�

~

!imi

�1=2
xi (18)

pi ! (~!imi)
1=2

pi ;
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the Hamiltonian in Eq.(16 ) may be written in the form
( with ! = k

p
!1!2 ),

H = ~

 
1

2

X
i

�
!i q

2
i + !i p

2
i

�
+ ! p1p2

!
: (19)

The Hamilton's equations of motion results ( with
i = 1; 2 ; j 6= i )

_xi = !i pj

_pi = �!i xi ; (20)

leading to
�xi = �!i xi � ! !j xj : (21)

We may put the foregoing equation in the matrix form

[�x] = �[!] [x] ; (22)

where

[x] =

�
x1
x2

�
; (23)

[�x] =

�
�x1
�x2

�
; (24)

[x] =

�
x1
x2

�
; (25)

and

[!] =

�
!21 ! !2
! !1 !22

�
: (26)

Now, diagonalization of the Eq.(22) is obtained in the
form

[ �X ] = � [
] [X ] ; (27)

where [X ] = [A]�1[x]; [
] is the diagonal matrix

[
] =

�

21 0
0 
22

�
(28)

and 
21 and 
22 are the roots of the equation

(
2 � !21)(

2 � !22)� !!1!2 = 0;

namely,


21 =
!21 + !22

2
+

�
!21 � !22

2
+ !!1!2

�1=2
; (29)


22 =
!21 + !22

2
�
�
!21 � !22

2
+ !!1!2

�1=2
:

For 
22 > 0; we must have ! < !1!2 which is equivalent
to k2 < 1:

The matrix [A] is gotten from

[A] =

�
1 -!2A
!1A 1

�
; (30)

with A given by

A = � !21 � !22
2! !1!2

+

"�
!21 � !22
2 !1!2

�2
+

1

!1!2

#1=2
; (31)

and

[A]�1 =
1

1 + !1!2A2

�
1 !2A

-!1A 1

�
: (32)

The substitution of Eqs. (28 -32) in the Eq. (27) yields
the eigenvalue equation

�Xi = �
2i Xi ; i = 1; 2: (33)

The application of these equations for the calcula-
tion of the variances

�xi =
q
< x2i > � < xi >2;

�pi =
q
< p2i > � < pi >2;

allows us to obtain, for both oscillators initially in co-
herent states,

c

(�x1(t))
2
=

1

2

�
1 + !1!2A

2
�
�2 �

f211 + f 2
12 + g211 + g212

�
; (34)

(�x2(t))
2
=

1

2

�
1 + !1!2A

2
�
�2 �

f 2
21 + f222 + g221 + g222

�
; (35)

(�p1(t))
2
=

1

2
(!1!2 � !2)�2

�
1 + !1!2A

2
�
�2

(!2 _f11 � ! _f21)
2+

(!2 _f12 � ! _f22)
2 + (!2 _g11 � ! _g21)

2 + (!2 _g12 � ! _g22)
2 (36)

(�p2(t))
2
=

1

2
(!1!2 � !2)�2

�
1 + !1!2A

2
�
�2

(!1 _f22 � ! _f12)
2+

(!1 _f21 � ! _f11)
2 + (!1 _g22 � ! _g12)

2 + (!1 _g21 � ! _g11)
2 (37)
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where ( with i; j = 1; 2, i 6= j )

fii = cos
it+ !1!2A
2 cos
jt ;

fij = (cos
it� cos
2t)!jA ; (38)

and

gii = hii !i + hij ! ;

gij = hii ! + hij !j ; (39)

with

hii =
sin
it


i
+ !1!2A

2 sin
jt


j
;

hij =

�
sin
it


i
� sin
jt


j

�
!j A: (40)

Figs. (1-2) show the squeezing e�ect appearing in
the variances�x1 and �x2 for a convenient set of pa-
rameters. Note that the e�ect is ampli�ed in the vari-
able x1 when k increases, as shown in Fig.(2). No
squeezing is observed in the variable p1; for same val-
ues of parameters used in Fig.(2), as shown in Fig.(3)
- the same occurring for variable p2, (not shown in �g-
ures).

Figure 1. Plots of variances �X2

1 (thin line) and �X2

2

(thick line) , for a set of parameters ( k = 0; 5;w1 =
1:0;w2 = 10:0 ), showing squeezing e�ect in the variable
x1:

Figure 2. Same as Fig.1 for variance �X2

1 , for various
values of k, showing the ampli�cation of the e�ect when k
increases.

Figure 3. Same as Fig.2 for variable p1, showing the absence
of the e�ect in this observable.

IV Comments and Conclusion

We have studied the squeezing e�ect appearing in two
coupled oscillators as shown in Figs.(1,2). When, e.g.,
the e�ect is generated in the �rst oscillator [see Fig.(1)]
it is transferred to the second oscillator if !1 > !2
( not shown in �gures ). The present scheme explic-
itly involves neither nonlinearities nor time-dependent
parameters, whose presences cause squeezing [1, 5, 8].
So, a raising question is: what is the origin of squeez-
ing in our system? To answer this point, one should
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remember that: (i) squeezing is essentially a nonlin-
ear e�ect [1], hence some nonlinearity might be hidden
somewhere in our coupled oscillators, since it is not ex-
plicitly present in the Hamiltonian given in Eq.(19);
(ii) the e�ect also appears in \similar" systems, which
results when our oscillator-oscillator system is replaced
by an oscillator-atom (or �eld-atom) system [14]. In
fact, it can be shown that in our case, as in [14], non-
linearities are hidden in the whole system and, when
solving the Heisenberg equations of motion for the �eld-
operators , a and a+, we obtain from the Heisenberg
equations of motion a set of coupled di�erential equa-
tions whose iterative solutions will show nonlinearities
(e.g., quadratic terms in a and a+). The same occurs
for the �eld-atom system when one employs the Jaynes-
Cummings model Hamiltonian [14], being also neither
nonlinear nor time-dependent. In both cases (our cou-
pled oscillators and the coupled �eld-atom system of
Ref. [14]), the squeezing e�ect originates from nonlin-
ear couplings in these systems. In the present case,
squeezing may be transferred back and forth (Fig.2).
We will show elsewhere that, if the system involves a
time-dependent parameter, the e�ect may be trans-
ferred permanently, with no returning.
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